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Abstract: 

 
Located in the center of Clifton, Burnet Woods is a Cincinnati public park owned and operated 
by the Cincinnati Parks Board. Many members of the local community have a negative 
perception of the park and view it as being underutilized. The goal of this report is to propose 
design solutions for the development of a dog park, renovations to the existing bandstand, and 
the development of an amphitheater as part of the revitalization of Burnet Woods. Part of the 
Park Board’s Centennial Master Plan for the park system includes renovations to the Burnet 
Woods’ existing bandstand and surrounding grounds. Our renovations to the bandstand will 
follow the master plan, and are estimated to cost approximately $100,000.00.  We have also 
designed a new amphitheater to either replace or coincide with the existing bandstand. Given the 
parks proximity to the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, our design was focused on the 
amphitheater being used for student recitals, as well as concerts for small, local bands. The 
estimated cost for the new theater is $150,000.00. After approximating the number of dog 
owners in the area, we have determined that a dog park would provide the urban community of 
Clifton will a natural setting to bring their dogs. Dog parks are more than an area for just dogs, 
they provide a comfortable setting for human socialization. The cost for our three dog park 
designs are $50,000-$75,000 for Option 1, $100,000 for Option 2, and $225,000-$250,000 for 
Option 3. Each design will take into account economic, social, user, and environmental factors. 
We believe that these proposed additions to the park would bring more people into the park, 
which will help improve its image.  
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Introduction: 

Burnet Woods is a park in Clifton located on the north border of the University of Cincinnati 
controlled by the Cincinnati Park Board. Widely viewed by the community as being under-
utilized, our hope is to change the public perception of the park through renovations and new 
designs. The large 90 acre park sits right in the heart of Clifton, an entirely urban neighborhood, 
and provides a natural “get-a-way” for the community. The Cincinnati Park Board has plans to 
renovate the Burnet Woods in the near future, which is part of the Centennial Master Plan for the 
entire Cincinnati Parks system. Our goal is to take ideas from the master plan, as well as develop 
and propose new ideas that we believe would revitalize the park. 

One feature of the Centennial Master Plan is to renovate the existing bandstand, which is located 
on Burnet Woods Dr. in north-west area of the park. Built in 1911, the city has designated the 
bandstand as a historic structure. In the past, the bandstand has been used to hold concerts and 
other small venue attractions. The current state of the bandstand requires that it needs to be 
repaired before it can continued to be used. One of our group’s goals is to propose renovating the 
bandstand as per the master plan, as well as expand on renovations or look at other options if the 
cost to renovate is too high. 

Realizing the great potential of having concerts and theater shows in Burnet Woods, we are 
suggesting an alternative to the Bandstand. In addition to the bandstand, we are proposing to 
construct an amphitheater capable of holding small to medium sized performances. Given the 
close proximity to UC’s Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, an amphitheater in Burnet Woods 
would be a great place for students to perform recitals and spring concerts. Inviting local music 
artists and performers to use the amphitheater is very important, because engaging the 
surrounding community and drawing them to Burnet Wood will help to bring life back to the 
park. 

As our group thought about the local community and what it would benefit from in Burnet 
Woods, we realized that there are a high number of dog owners in the area. Given this and the 
fact that Clifton is entirely urban, a dog park seemed like a natural fit for Burnet Woods. The 
community would greatly benefit by having a natural area for dogs to exercise and dog owners to 
socialize with one another. In our design options, we balance the cost of a dog park with the 
features and amenities each alternative have. 
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Background Research: Dog Park 

The first consideration that needed to be investigated was if there is need for a dog park in this 
area, would the community of Clifton and the students of the University of Cincinnati benefit 
from the addition of a dog park in Burnet Woods? This question was first investigated by 
researching the number of dog owners in the bordering communities. This was done by using the 
total population data by neighborhood taken from the 2010 U.S. Census and data from the 2012 
U.S. Pet Ownership & Demographics Sourcebook by the American Veterinary Medical 
Association (AVMA). It states that 37% of the population owns at least 1 dog.  

The results of this statistical analysis can be 
seen in Figure 1. There are an estimated 
number of 1,166 dog owners in Clfton 
(shaded yellow in Figure 1), 2,385 in CUF 
(blue in Figure 1), and 467 in Corryville 
(pink in Figure 1). This adds up to a total 
estimated number of 4,018 dog owners for 
the three neighborhoods bordering Burnet 
Woods, a signicant number that helps to 
back up the proposal for the addition of a 
dog park. The green is shown to denote 
Burnet Woods and the red is shown to 
denote the University of Cincinnati.  

Another way the need for an addition of a dog 
park to Burnet Woods was researched was to 
find the locations of the nearest dog parks that 
this community could potentially utilize. 
While Washington Park is close, 2 miles, it is 
not within walking distance. Mt. Airy Forest 
offers a dog park in a natural setting, but it is 
a 15 minute drive from Clifton. The hassle of 
having to drive to a dog park is a reason a lot 
of people use for not using them. Having a 
dog park in Clifton that is easily accessible, 
such as the central location of Burnet Woods, 

would allow all members of the community 
to use it.  

Dog Park Case Studies:  

Another resource used for research was case studies and related articles. The first case studies 
and articles that were researched were general overviews of dog parks, in order to get basic ideas 
moving forward. These articles also provided good insight into the possible social and user 
issues and how they would be addressed. The article titled “Dog Park plans moving forward in 

Figure 1: Number of Dog Owners by 
Neighboorhood. Source: map pictures from 
bing.com/maps 

Figure 2: Location of Surrounding Dog Park 

Source: map pictures from openstreetmap.com 

Mt Airy 

Washington Park 

Clifton 
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Washington” by Vicky Hallstrom (Hallstrom, 2013) has useful insight into the benefits and 
threats to success that need to be addressed when building a dog park.  

This article reports many benefits to having dog parks in a community. Dog owners can have an 
increased level of physical exercise, increased socialization with other people, increased 
opportunities to learn about responsible dog ownership and increased opportunities to relax and 
enjoy nature. Studies suggest that dogs who use the park will display decreased levels of 
inappropriate behaviors due to physical and mental stimulation (Hallstrom 2013). 

The article also describes benefits for the entire community, including the non-dog owners in the 
communities, who would be the hardest to appease. These benefits are increased property values 
and community appeal, a greater amount of responsible dog ownership, and reductions in crime 
and vandalism (Hallstrom, 2013). Communities with dog parks also see a decrease in the number 
of relinquishments of dogs to animal shelters due to behavior problems. They also see fewer 
violations of leash laws (Hallstrom, 2013). 

The survey this article covers also takes into account many of the concerns people have about 
dog parks. Risk of injury to dogs and people is the biggest area of concern. Several research 
studies have indicated that the incidences of dog bites at off-leash dog parks are rare because 
most responsible dog owners will not bring their dogs to off-leash dog parks if they are prone to 
aggression or do not get along with other dogs/people (Hallstrom, 2013). 

Another possible threat to success and a negative is that people have concerns about the 
transmission of diseases and parasites from contact with dogs at the park. However the disease 
risk to humans is low if dog owners provide regular veterinary care to their dogs and many 
health concerns can be minimized with prompt disposal of dog feces (Hallstrom, 2013).  

The article also lists several additional ways to minimize the risks to dogs and humans at the dog 
park. Some ways to minimize the concerns listed above are: Dog owners should closely 
supervise their dogs during their visit to the dog park. They should only bring dogs that are 
healthy and current on vaccinations. They should not bring aggressive dogs and they should not 
bring puppies less than 4 months of age (Hallstrom, 2013). 

Respondents to the survey also voice concerns about dog parks being smelly, unsightly and loud. 
These concerns can be minimized if an adequate area is fenced off and if there is regular 
maintenance and trash removal at the park (Hallstrom, 2013). 

Another article titled “Dog Parks: Benefits and Liabilities” by Laurel Allen (Allen, 2007) 
provides a wealth of information about dog parks and, if you’re interested in bringing one to 
your city, this is a great resource. The purpose of this piece is to be a guide and “one-stop-shop” 
on all your needs if you want to develop a dog park by including information on multiple case 
studies at different dog parks, opinions from designers, veterinarians, dog trainers and 
behaviorists. The article also shows what ideas should go into the design to create a successful 
dog park. It includes such ideas as fencing, signage, parking, maintenance, lighting and waste 
disposal. It also overlapped with multiple topics from the first article, so they have been 
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excluded. This shows that multiple sources have the same ideas and opinions, backing up their 
validity. 

Allen (2007) investigated what owners consider to be ideal conditions that would bring them 
back to the park, and what owners wished they had in the already existing dog parks. The most 
important and reoccurring benefit dog owners said was to have a safe and accessible place in an 
urban environment to exercise their pets. Many owners suggested that the dog park be far enough 
away from busy streets so their dog’s safety is taken in to consideration. They also wanted some 
privacy by the addition of trees and to take water drainage into consideration because many of 
the owners did not want their dogs to completely muddy and dirty when bringing them home. 
Safety, drainage, and location were found to be the most import issues to the users if they are to 
revisit a dog park.  

A successful park needs to take fencing, signage, parking, maintenance, lighting, and waste 
disposal into consideration to thrive. Fencing separates the larger breeds from the smaller breeds, 
in order to avoid any confrontation and conflict. Fencing is also a requirement if the park is to be 
an off-leash dog park. Signage is important to know the rules of the park, it also shows where 
things like doggy bags, restrooms, and waste disposal units are located. Having enough parking 
spaces that are easily accessible is important for owners who don’t live close enough to the dog 
park to walk and have to drive. Depending on how late a park opens or closes, there needs to be 
ample lighting for the park to be safe and owners to keep watch over their pets, especially in an 
urban setting. Keeping the park lit during the night, even when not in use, helps to deter 
vandalism. Water is important because if a dog gets dirty, there needs to be a place to shower off, 
as well as sanitary water for dogs and their owners to drink from. Some more important aspects 
to take in to consideration are waste disposal and maintenance. Having enough trashcans and 
doggy bags helps keep the park clean and free of litter. Trashcans should be properly maintained 
and serviced often to improve the appearance of the park (Allen, 2007). 

Having a dog in an urban environment can be difficult. Having a dog park helps with the needs 
of owners both to properly exercise their pets and socialize with other dog owners at the same 
time. For a dog park to be successful, proper supervision and policies need to be enforced by the 
park and followed by the users. The design of the park needs to pay special attention to location, 
safety, and maintenance to remain a place that owners will want to come back to. A dog park is a 
great place for urban community members to take their pet to and enjoy the company of people 
who share similar interests, while also providing a positive and fun activity for their dogs to 
enjoy (Allen, 2007). 

The case study on the Colonial Greenway Dog Park (CGDP) in Norfolk, Virginia from the 
journal article “Dog Parks: Benefits, Conflicts, and Suggestions” by Gómez (2013) explains the 
ideas that drove the design of the dog park, while also providing an assessment of the users and 
what they liked most about the park. The idea to build a dog park in Norfolk started when a 
group of dog owning residents petitioned the city in 2001 to add an area where they could 
exercise and play with their dogs. The result of the petition was Colonial Greenway Dog Park, 
which is a relatively small, only a half square acre, fenced-in dog park. The amenities of the park 
include: dog toys, a small pool, water fountains, shaded areas, and picnic tables for the owners 
(Gómez 2013).  
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Nine years after the dog park was built, researchers approached the users of the park and 
surveyed them about what the benefits of the park where and how it was being used. The 
question that was asked of the users was why they visited the park, to which there were 4 main 
responses: it provided an area for their dogs to exercise, it allowed their dogs to socialize with 
others, they felt safe bringing their dogs there, and it provided owners with a sense of 
community.  (Gómez, 2013). 

The users stated that providing an open area for dogs to exercise in an urban area was the main 
benefit. Next was that taking their dogs to a park with other dogs gave their animals much 
needed socialization opportunities that can be limited when living in an urban environment. The 
users also noted that the park being fenced off gave them comfort in the fact that their dogs were 
in a safe, secure place (Gómez, 2013). 

The last benefit the respondents stated was dog parks not only provide socialization for their 
pets, but it created a sense of community for the owners as well. The park was a great place for 
members of the neighborhood to get out of the house and meet other people with similar 
interests. Overall, the surveys show that the dog park in Norfolk, Virginia was a great addition to 
the community (Gómez 2013). 

This article also brought up some interesting results that dog parks have on crime, something that 
is a huge issue in the Clifton area. “Wolch (2002) documented how a degraded public park was 
“taken back” from drug users by an informal group of dog owners who used the presence of 
large off-leash dogs—illegally—to discourage less desirable uses. In 1995, Seattle converted 
parks with highly illicit activities (drugs, prostitution, and alcohol) to pilot dog parks, and 
criminal activity soon disappeared from the dog park and its surroundings (Harnik & Bridges, 
2006)” (Gómez, 2013). Basically criminals are less likely to try to do anything illegal where 
large dogs are present. Anything that could help reduce crime in the community would go a long 
way in the resident’s eyes. 

When designing for a dog park in Burnett Woods, using a design approach similar to the one 
from the Norfolk case study would work well. Like Norfolk, the neighborhood of Clifton is 
located in a dense, urban area with limited green space. Also a half acre sized dog park would 
not take too much space away from the park and space could easily be found to facilitate this 
addition. While there are Cincinnati parks in the area, most of them are not within walking 
distance for both the students of the university and the residents of Clifton Heights.    

When designing the dog park for Burnet Woods, with the focus on a dog park located in an 
urban area, like Clifton, should be to provide a safe and open space for dogs to exercise; 
furthermore, the park should be a welcoming space for the dog owners to socialize with each 
other. The sense of community that a dog park could potentially create in Burnett Wood will 
help to increase the overall perception of the park.  

The next step in the research process was to look for case studies of dog parks that could be used 
to get design ideas and initial cost estimates from. It was decided that all types of dog parks 
would be researched, from budget to luxury, in order to see the various possibilities for Burnet 
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Woods. In order for the case studies to be relevant they needed to be within a reasonable amount 
of time ago. A park built in the 70’s would not be relevant to the design estimates.  

The first type of parks researched were budget parks. They just needed to have the very basics: 
fencing, lighting, water fountains, benches, and signage. Two case studies were used to help the 
design and cost estimate of the budget dog park. The first case study used was the Washington 
“Bark District” in Washington, IL. The dog park would be added to the existing Meadow Valley 
Park and is currently in the fundraising stages with an initial estimate. An excerpt from their 
website states “In response to resident requests for a local dog park, the Washington Park District 
Foundation began fundraising efforts to convert a portion of Meadow Valley Park into an off 
leash dog park… The projected cost of creating a dog park is about $50,000. The cost includes 
fencing with runs for large and small dogs. In addition to fencing, costs of creating a dog park 
include: signage, benches/structures, waste services and a well” (Dog Park). 

More traditional dog parks with additional, more optional amenities were also researched. The 
article “Puppy-friendly parks: communities nationwide are putting paws before feet with the 
advent of dog parks” by Avrasin (2003) states the price for a new dog park in Tuscun, AZ costs 
$85,000, this includes fencing, infrastructure, and irrigation. “Dixon says the up-front cost is 
relative compared to the long-term savings once the parks open. After spending the money for 
fencing, infrastructure and irrigation, the city does not allocate much more money annually for 
the upkeep, because the maintenance of the dog parks--mowing, watering and grounds keep--are 
similar to the upkeep of a soccer field.”   The surface is composed of mulch, grass and wood 
chips, because they have too many hills for crushed gravel to be used. Similar to Burnet Woods, 
we want water to drain not pool. Maintenance costs them $11,000 a year. "The money is used to 
mend the fence, purchase the surface material, maintain the on-site restrooms, picnic tables, 
doggie fountains and doggie bags, and update the park's fencing, plumbing and irrigation 
systems" (Avrasin, 2003).  

Lastly, luxury style dog parks were researched. Two case studies were used to help facilitate the 
initial proposal. They were Rocky Top Dog Park in New Jersey, a 1.6 acre main dog park (6,000 
sq. ft small dog/4,000 sq. ft puppy) with a dog swimming pool and Wags Dog Park in Cincinnati 
Ohio, a 42 acre private park that cost over $2 million to build. Wags includes various amenities 
including a super-sized play station, splash pad, lake with dock diving, speed and agility courses, 
spa and doggy mart and they charge an annual membership fee $325 (Mott 2011). However they 
are able to charge this because “private fenced-in facilities, like hers, offer more perks than their 
public counterparts. They’re bigger, better maintained, and offer more amenities” (Mott 2011).  
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Background Research: Bandstand 

Burnett Woods has an existing bandstand.  It is one of the oldest structures in the park built in 
1911 and still standing today.  The bandstand can be rented for events and concerts through the 
Cincinnati Park Board’s website: http://www.cincinnatiparks.com/burnet-woods.  The bandstand 
is closed due and unable to be used due to its current condition (Cincinnati Parks 2014). 

The Master Plan by Cincinnati Parks to update Burnet Woods talked about renovating the 
existing bandstand.  The bandstand is one of the oldest structures in the park, its current 

condition is starting to deteriorate from 
old age.  Concrete has started chipping 
away from the stage and steps and has 
become a safety issue to the bandstand’s 
users.  Therefore something needs to be 
done to correct the current condition of 
the structure.  The structure either needs 
to be renovated so it can be used again, 
or it needs to be replaced by a larger 
venue area. 

The current bandstand is small and 
underutilized.  By providing a larger and 
more open amphitheater in the park, it 
will be able to attract more users and 
open up more entertainment 
opportunities for the surrounding area.   

Burnet Woods is in close proximity to the University of Cincinnati’s main campus, which houses 
one of the top music colleges in the country 
(University of Cincinnati 2014).  University of 
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music (CCM) 
has multiple theaters, stages, and performance 
venues.  The new amphitheaters seating size was 
modeled after the average CCM performance 
venue.  The seating for a standard University of 
Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music (CCM) 
Theater can be found in Table 1.  It would be ideal 

to model the new amphitheater after the seating 
sizes of CCM Theaters in order to gain University 
involvement in the Park.  

Bandstand Case Studies: 

Grenville Park’s Bandstand in Ware, Massachusetts is a “64 year old cement structure” (Russell 
2012) in need of repairs.  The renovations for the structure consisted of repairing the stands 

Patricia Corbett Theater 380 
Seats 

Watson Recital Hall 140 
Seats 

Corbett Auditorium 730 
Seats 

Cohen Family Studio Theater 120 
Seats 

Source: ccm.uc.edu 

Figure 3 Current Condition of Bandstand 
Source: Chris Mullins 

Table 1: CCM Theater Capacities. 
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deteriorating concrete structure, adding an ADA compliant ramp to make the stage area 
accessible to persons with mobility disabilities and to purchase loam and seed for the lawn area 
in front of the stage.  The total renovation costs for the project were $112,000 (Russell 2012). 

This bandstand is comparatively similar to the one found at Burnet Woods.  The current structure 
has deteriorating concrete that needs repaired and finished and the landscaping around the 
bandstand needs updated to accommodate seating for future use. 

Another case study used was Washington Park, located in downtown Cincinnati.  Washington 
Park has an “iconic historic bandstand that was restored to its original stature” (3CDC 2014).  
The bandstand at Washington Park was built exactly like the historic bandstand in Burnet 
Woods.  During Washington Park’s remodel by 3CDC, they restored the bandstand to its original 
stature with the addition of “illumination by Tivoli lights, surrounding by benches and encircling 
by paving stones, the attraction has a romantic, European feel.  The bandstand has a ‘plug-and-
play’ tech center for simple performances” (3CDC 2014).  

The remodel for the bandstand in Washington Park would help model how to update the existing 
bandstand at Burnet Woods.  The bandstand at Washington Park is now greatly used and enjoyed 
by the community for small bands and choir performances, Burnet Woods could greatly benefit 
from the same opportunity for entertainment. 

The proposal for the new bandstand to be 
built in Burnet Woods is modeled from 
an amphitheater in Swarthmore, 
Pennsylvania.  “Constructed in 1942, the 
Scott Outdoor Amphitheater was 
designed by noted Philadelphia landscape 
architect, Thomas W. Sears.  Today, 
mature tulip trees and white oaks provide 
the “ceiling” for this memorable spot.  
Swarthmore College holds 
commencement here each year rain or 
shine” (The Scott Arboretum of 
Swarthmore College 2014). 

The Scott Outdoor Amphitheater uses a 
natural hillside to create the seating area 

for the theater, and the stage sits on level ground at the bottom of the seating.  This amphitheater 
is utilized mainly by the Swarthmore College.  Implementing the same type of structure in 
Burnett Woods would give CCM and local bands another performance venue. 

Burnet Woods Park has many hills and valleys that could perfectly accommodate the natural 
seating modeled after the Swarthmore College Outdoor Amphitheater.  The size of the newly 
proposed theater would be modeled from CCM’s theater capacities in hopes that CCM would 
also perform some of their spring concerts in the park. 

Figure 4 Scott Outdoor Amphitheater 
Source: www.scottarboretum.org 
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Engineering Interventions: Dog Park 

The purpose of Part 1 of the report was to determine who, if anyone, would use a dog park in 
Burnet Woods. In this research phase of the project, we also determined the needs and wants the 
community might want in a dog park. We found that there are a large number of dog owners; 
therefore, there is a definite need for a place that both dogs and people could go to, in order to 
exercise and socialize in a natural setting. The first objective of the intervention phase was to 
determine what would be the best location within Burnet Woods to build the dog park. We 
decided that the most important factors for picking a location would that the area needs to be 
large and easy to access. The valley area along Brookline Drive in the north-east corner of the 

park satisfied both of our requirements (See Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Dog Park Location. Source: Connor Beerck                   Source: maps.google.com 

 

The area shown in Figure 5 is currently not being used in the park, so it seemed like a perfect 
place to build the dog park. The dog park we are proposing is approximately one-half acre in 
size, which is average for most dog parks in the area. The topography of the surrounding land 
provides a quiet and secluded setting; furthermore, the hills would help to dampen any sound to 
the close-by houses. Another view of the chosen location can be seen in Figure 6 below, which 
shows the location relative to existing structures in the park such as the picnic shelter. 
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Figure 6: Dog Park Location. Source: Connor Beerck. 

 

Now that the location of the dog park is finalized, the design of the actual facility could begin. 
The first step of the design process is to gather all the relevant specifications and standard 
drawings. The only components of a dog park that have relevant standard drawings are fencing, 
pavement, and sidewalks. The City of Cincinnati Department of Transportation and Engineering 
Division of Transportation Design provides such drawings under Sections 3 and 4 of their 
Standard Drawings (City of Cincinnati).  In addition to these drawings, the City Muniple Code 
contains a book titled Sidewalks which governs the construction of concrete and asphalt 
sidewalks and driveways in the city. The municipal code states that all sidewalks shall be made 
of reinforced concrete to a thickness of 5 inches and a minimum width of 5 feet.  

Since the fencing requirements for a dog park are different than typical city fences, our group 
researched design standards specifically for dog parks. Neither the State of Ohio nor the City of 
Cincinnati publishes such information, but dog park design standards were found for the District 
of Columbia (Government of the District of Columbia). These standards for Washington, D.C.’s 
dog parks are as follows: 

1. Dog Park Surface 
1.1. Perferred Surface shall be decomposed granite 
1.2. Granite shall not be greater than one quarter inch in size 
1.3. Granite shall be laid across entire dog park 
1.4. Alternative Surfaces are considered for certain areas and funding decisions. 

2. Fencing 
2.1. Standard Fencing shall be five (5) feet tall. Footings shall be buried to a depth of one 

foot and fence panels shall be buried to a depth of six (6) inches at all locations except 
access points.  

2.2. Each Dog Park shall have 2 (two) access points. The entrance will consist of a double 
gate. 

3. Runoff Mitigation 
3.1. Each dog park will include planting beds along the outside of the fence to help screen 

the dog park from other users and to reduce runoff. 
4. Signage 

4.1. Each dog park shall have permanent signs, stating hours of operation, rules, and 
regulations. 

In addition to the design standards from above, the Denver Parks and Recreation (DPR) 
publishes their own set of standards for dog parks in Section 3.7.4 (Wuertz, 2006): 
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Some of the key requirements for dog parks are as follows: 
1. Site Criteria: 

• Clear separation from other park uses/amenities 
• Distance of 100 feet from a playground or other children’s facility 
• No arterial streets within 200 ft. unless the area is fully fenced 
• Access to parking 
• Good connection to adjacent/surrounding neighborhoods via pedestrian/bicycle 
trails 
• No other site within same service area (2-mile radius) 
 

2. Design Criteria: 
• Minimum size of one acre 
• Nonlinear layout to maximize usable space 
• If fencing needed, use a 4-feet tall decorative perimeter fence with minimum 2 
double gated entrances plus two 10-feet wide maintenance gates 
• ADA accessible paved entrance path 
• Crusher fines surfacing around entrance at least 30’x30’. 
• Minimum of 4 doggie clean up stations (bag dispenser & trash barrels) 
• Shade trees or shade structure 
• Attractive visual buffer from surrounding residents and/or park areas 
• Rules & Regulation signage 

 

The Cincinnati Municipal Code does provide a set of rule governing dog parks (see below). 
These are a list of rules that cover the responsibilities of the owner to watch after their dogs and 
ensure it does not present a threat to others in the park. 

Rule 41. - Dog Park Rules. 

The Board of Park Commissioners operates dog parks on park property. "Dog park" is 
defined as any completely enclosed area of a park which has been designated a dog park. Within 
the dog parks, the following rules apply: 

(1) Pursuant to Cincinnati Municipal Code ("C.M.C.") Chapter 701, a person may unleash his 
or her harmless dog within designated dog parks. Alldogs must be leashed while entering and 
exiting the dog park. No person may bring a dangerous dog or a vicious dog into a dog park. 
C.M.C. Chapter 701 defines "Harmless Dog," "Dangerous Dog," and "Vicious Dog." 

(2) All off-leash dogs must be under complete control of handler and leash must be in hand at all 
times. If you cannot control your dog, keep your pet leashed at all times for the safety of others. 

(3) Handlers must be in the dog park and within view of their dogs at all times. 

(4) Aggressive dogs are not permitted and must be removed at first sign of aggression. 

(5) Handlers must clean up after their dogs and seal waste in a bag prior to disposing of it in a 
trash receptacle. 

(6) Children under the age of 13 are not permitted in the dog parks unless accompanied by an 
adult. 
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(7) Female dogs in heat are prohibited within the dog parks. 

(8) Dogs must be current with all shots as recommended by your veterinarian. 

Based on the standard drawings, design standards, and rules above, our group decided to propose 
3 design options for the Burnet Woods Dog Park. Each would differ by the amount of features 
they have and their cost.  

Design Option 1 is what we consider the “budget dog park” option. This option would cost the 
least, but also have the fewest amenities. The amenities in this option are what we consider all 
the necessary features, which include: fencing, lighting, signage, drinking fountains, trashcans, 
and benches. In the interest of safety for smaller dogs, we are going to separate the park into two 
areas, one area for large dogs and one area for small dogs, with a fence. 

In order to estimate the cost for this design we looked at a case study of a proposed dog park in 
Washington, IL near Chicago. This dog park was very similar to our budget option in that the 
only amenities in it were: separated large and small dog areas, signage, benches, and waste 
services (Washington Park District). Like the Clifton Community, the community of 
Washington, IL wrote to their city to convert an empty area of Washington Park into an 
unleashed dog park. For the paved areas of the dog park, the district used brick pavers. As part of 
a fundraising effort, they allowed people to have their names engraved into bricks for $75.00. 
The estimated cost for the Washington Park Dog Park was $50,000.00.  

A second cost estimate for the budget dog park option was calculated based on unit costs from 
two sources. RSMeans Site Work and Landscaping 2012 was used to find the unit costs for the 
paving, sidewalks, fencing, and lighting. For the dog park amenities, The Park and Facilities 
Catalog is an online resource for general amenities one might find in a public park. Table 2 
shows the calculations for the estimate. 

 

Table 2: Budget Dog Park Estimated Cost 

Description  Quantity unit  Unit Cost*  Unit Total Cost 
Brick Pavers           

4"x8" slab on grade, gravel base 1600 SF  $          11.70  SF  $             18,720.00  
Sidewalk           

6" Thick concrete, 4" gravel base 100 SF  $          23.40  LF  $               2,340.00  
Fence           

2" Steel Post, 1-5/8" Rail, 5' High 550 LF  $          25.05  LF  $             13,777.50  
Site Lighting           

Metal Halide, Aluminum, 20' High 8 ea.  $    3,025.00  ea.  $             24,200.00  
assume 75ft spacing for lights           

Drinking Fountain** 2 ea.  $    3,187.00  ea.  $               6,374.00  
Waste Receptacle** 2 ea.  $        274.00  ea.  $                   548.00  
Welcome Sign** 1 ea.  $        441.00  ea.  $                   441.00  
Bench** 2 ea.  $        768.00     $               1,536.00  
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TOTAL ESTIMATED COST FOR 
CONSTRUCTION          $             67,936.50  

*Unit Cost Data from RSMeans Site Work and 
Landscaping 2012 

   **Unit Cost Data from www.theparkcatalog.org 
 
 

    The estimate given in Table 2 gives a rough, preliminary estimate for a dog park with the 
features we deem necessary. This estimate is not a comprehensive list of the costs, we will 
expect the final cost to be slightly higher given additional costs such as utilities, soil reports, and 
grading. With this in mind, we believe the estimated cost of the budget dog park will between 
$50,000.00 and $75,000.00.  

Design Option 2 will be a slight upgrade over Option 1 in terms of features, but it will also have 
an increased cost. We will refer to Design Option 2 as the “Traditional Dog Park” option. In 
addition to what we deemed as the necessary features listed in Option 1, this design will include: 
some obstacles and toys for dogs, waste bag dispensers, and a wash area. Examples of some of 
these items from The Park Catalog website can be seen below in Figure 7. 

Figure 7: Traditional Dog Parks Features.          Source: theparkcatalog.com 

 

In order to obtain a ballpark cost for the traditional dog park option, we looked at a case study 
featuring a similar dog park. This case study looked at a dog park in Tuscon, Arizona that was 
approximately one-acre in size and featured separate large and small dog areas, dog water 
fountain, and other amenities not stated. The dog park in Tuscon was initially constructed in 
2000 and featured only a fenced in area with a dirt surface. The park was upgraded years later 
that added the above stated amenities and also resurfaced the area with grass.  The final cost for 
the Tuscon Dog Park was $85,000.00. 

Table 3 shows the calculated cost estimate that our group performed for Design Option 2. 
Similarly to Table 2, the cost data for Table 3 was obtained using RSMeans 2012 and The Park 
and Facilities Catalog website. All of the costs from Table 2 are included in Table 3 because they 
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are the necessary features for a dog park; however, this table includes additional line items for 
waste bag dispensers, dog obstacles and toys, and a wash area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Traditional Dog Park Estimated Cost 

Description  Quantity Unit  Unit Cost*  Unit Total Cost 
Brick Pavers           

4"x8" slab on grade, gravel base 1600 SF  $          11.70  SF  $             18,720.00  
Sidewalk           

6" Thick concrete, 4" gravel base 100 SF  $          23.40  LF  $               2,340.00  
Fence           

2" Steel Post, 1-5/8" Rail, 5' High 550 LF  $          25.05  LF  $             13,777.50  
Site Lighting           

Metal Halide, Aluminum, 20' High 8 ea.  $    3,025.00  ea.  $             24,200.00  
assume 75ft spacing for lights           

Drinking Fountain** 2 ea.  $    3,187.00  ea.  $               6,374.00  
Waste Receptacle** 2 ea.  $        274.00  ea.  $                   548.00  
Welcome Sign** 1 ea.  $        441.00  ea.  $                   441.00  
Bench** 6 ea.  $        798.00  ea.  $               4,788.00  
Obstacles/Toys for Dogs**           

"Intermediate Dog Park Package"** 2 ea.  $    5,599.00  ea.  $             11,198.00  
Bag Dispenser** 2 ea.  $        107.00  ea.  $                   214.00  

Dog Wash Area           
brick pavers* 200 SF  $          11.70  SF  $               2,340.00  

Small Shower* 1 ea.  $    2,110.00  ea.  $               2,110.00  
TOTAL COST FOR CONSTRUCTION          $             87,050.50  

 *Unit Cost Data from RSMeans Site Work and Landscaping 2012 
**Unit Cost Data from www.theparkcatalog.org 
 

Table 3 shows us that our calculated cost estimate of $87,050.00 is very close to the total cost of 
the Tuscon, Arizona Dog Park. Given that all of the costs have not been considered in both of 
these estimates, we are stating the cost for the traditional dog park option at $100,000.00. 

The last option we are proposing is Design Option 3, which we refer to as the “Luxury Dog 
Park.” This option will feature all of the necessary amenities for a dog park listed in Design 
Option 1, the optional amenities from Design Option 2, and additional optional amenities that 
will add to the visual appearance of the park, as well as give dogs and dog owners more things to 
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do. The additional amenities will include more obstacles for the dogs, two water fountains (one 
per dog area), two small ponds (one per dog area), and a public restroom for down owners. Many 
dog parks around the country, like Wags Dog Park and Washington Park Dog Park here in the 
Cincinnati area, have water features for the dogs to swim and play in. While not necessary, these 
water features are very popular amenities and loved by the dogs that use them. The fountain and 
ponds will also add to the visual appeal of the Burnet Woods as a whole. However, these features 
do come at a price, the luxury option is significantly more expensive than the first two options. 

Wags Dog Park in Cincinnati is on the extreme end of Dog Parks, even compared to our 
proposed luxury design option. The total cost for Wags was over $2 Million, but the size is more 
than 40 times of our proposed location. Wags also differs from Burnet Woods in that it is a 
private park, so they are able to charge an annual membership fee of $325.00. This membership 
fee is what the park uses to offset its high upfront and maintenance costs. While designing a park 
with all of the features in Wags Dog Park for Burnet Woods would be fun, the costs are far too 
high and the size is not feasible given our location. 

A more realistic cost estimate for the luxury option is seen in Table 4. This table include all of 
the line items from Tables 2 and 3, but adds lines for the pond, fountain, and restroom. The 
additional items were given by either RSMeans or The Park Catalog. The cost per square foot for 
the pond was found in the Landscaping Network website, which is a source that provides unit 
costs for various landscaping items. The given cost was for a residential area; therefore, the cost 
for a commercial project, like ours, will vary. An article written by Karen Halladay titled, “The 
Cost of Building Public Restrooms” (Halladay, 2013) likes are multiple examples of stand-alone 
public restrooms in parks around the country and gave the costs for each.  

 

Table 4: Luxury Dog Park Estimated Cost 

Description  Quantity Unit  Unit Cost*  Unit Total Cost 
Brick Pavers           

4"x8" slab on grade, gravel base 1600 SF  $          11.70  SF  $             18,720.00  
Sidewalk           

6" Thick concrete, 4" gravel base 100 SF  $          23.40  LF  $               2,340.00  
Fence           

2" Steel Post, 1-5/8" Rail, 5' High 550 LF  $          25.05  LF  $             13,777.50  
Site Lighting           

Metal Halide, Aluminum, 20' High 8 ea.  $    3,025.00  ea.  $             24,200.00  
assume 75ft spacing for lights           

Drinking Fountain** 2 ea.  $    3,187.00  ea.  $               6,374.00  
Waste Receptacle** 2 ea.  $        274.00  ea.  $                   548.00  
Welcome Sign** 1 ea.  $        441.00  ea.  $                   441.00  
Bench** 6 ea.  $        798.00  ea.  $               4,788.00  
Obstacles/Toys for Dogs**           

"Expert Dog Park Package"** 2 ea.  $    9,499.00  ea.  $             18,998.00  
Bag Dispenser** 2 ea.  $        107.00  ea.  $                   214.00  
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Dog Wash Area           
brick pavers* 200 SF  $          11.70  SF  $               2,340.00  

Small Shower* 1 ea.  $    2,110.00  ea.  $               2,110.00  
Public Restroom***           

1 room, concrete 1 ea.  $  92,702.00  ea.  $             92,702.00  
Small Pond****          $                            -    

26'x26' 2 ea.  $  16,000.00  ea.  $             32,000.00  
Water Fountain* 2 ea.  $    1,025.00     $               2,050.00  

TOTAL COST FOR CONSTRUCTION          $          221,602.50  
*Unit Cost Data from RSMeans Site Work and Landscaping 2012, **Unit Cost Data from 
www.theparkcatalog.org, *** (Halladay, 2013), **** (Landscaping Network) 
Based on the estimated cost in Table 4 above, we are proposing that Design Option 3 will cost 
approximately $225,000.00 to 250,000.00. 

Now that the features for all three preliminary proposals have been finalized, we created a 
conceptual model for what we think the Budget Dog Park may look like. Using Google Sketchup 
and the topography of Burnet Woods from Google Earth, the following sketch was created, see 
the Figures 8, 9, and 10 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Conceptual Model for Design Option 1, Budget Dog Park 

Source: maps.google.com. Model created by Chris Mullins. 

  

Figure 8 shows the approximate size of the proposed dog park and its relative location in Burnet 
Woods.  The fenced off area shown above is approximately one-half acre in size. 
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Figure 9: View of Large Dog Area in Conceptual Model 

Source: maps.google.com. Model created by Chris Mullins. 

Figure 9 shows the preliminary design of the double-gated entrance, pavement, and large dog 
area. Area for the large dogs is approximately 75 feet wide and 150 feet in length. The steel gate 
running left to right in the model separates the large and small dog areas. 

 

 
Figure 10: View of Small Dog Area in Conceptual Model 

Source: maps.google.com. Model created by Chris Mullins. 
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The small dog area pictured above in Figure 10 is approximately 75 feet wide and 50 feet long. 
Both the large and small dog areas meet a common main entrance seen in Figure 10 also. Figures 
8, 9, and 10 do not feature all of the stated amenities, their purpose is to show the reader 
approximate size and location. 

Relative to other features that a park such as Burnet Woods might consider adding, the upfront 
cost for a traditional dog park is small. The $50,000.00-$75,000.00 cost for the Budget Dog Park 
and the $100,000 traditional dog park are both good examples. On the other hand, the annual 
maintenance costs for dog parks can high. The surface for dog parks are often prone high wear 
and tear because they are highly trafficked. Further, when dog owners neglect to clean up after 
their dogs, the city is left to take care of the waste. Other areas that require maintenance include 
servicing the restroom facility, drinking fountains, small pond, and various site cleanup. The case 
study from Tuscon, Arizona showed that the maintenance for a dog park similar to our traditional 
design option has an annual maintenance of $11,000.00. The maintenance from Tuscon included: 
cleaning the restrooms, fencing, doggie bags, and irrigation system. Since our dog parks are 
similar in size to Tucson, we can expect an annual maintenance of around $10,000.00. 

 

Safety for dog parks is always a hot topic for both the community and the city. Safety issues 
arise because untrained or aggressive dogs have the potential to harm owners, children, or other 
dogs. The rules stated above in the Municipal Code state that children are only allowed in the 
dog areas if attended by an adult, there are also numerous rules concerning dogs to try and 
mitigate safety issues. In our design, we have considered these issues and is one of the main 
reason we created separate large and small dog areas. The goal here was to insure that large 
breeds of dogs are not able to prey on smaller dogs and potentially harm them. 
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Figure 12.  Locations of existing 
bandstand and new amphitheater 

Engineering Interventions: Bandstand  

The bandstand at Burnet Woods is one of the amenities that attract people to the park. Since it is 
located on the surrounding Burnet Woods Dr, it is nice accessible and its landscape is natural. 
There are a variety of purposes of the using bandstand. It has not only been used to be hold the 
mini concert or orchestra, but it is a nice place to take wedding photos. Thus the bandstand is a 
great feature of the park and can attract people to come to the park through music concerts, 
especially by CCM students at University of Cincinnati since it’s in walking distance.  

 

Figure 11.  The Current picture of the existing bandstand at Burnet Woods 

    Source: image from 365cincinnati.com. 

However, as the background of bandstand was mentioned above, the bandstand has currently 
been under construction due to deteriorated concrete and other minor repairs because of its old 
age. Since it was built long ago, repairs and renovations are mandatory. With our research and 
the scope of work, there are three options of the preliminary estimate;1) Renovate the existing 
bandstand, 2) Demo the existing bandstand and building the new amphitheater, and 3) Renovate 
the existing and building the new. This part of paper represents the three ideas of developments 

of the bandstand at Burnet Woods. 

 

Figure 12 indicates the current location of the existing 
bandstand, which is the yellow dot and the proposed location 
of the amphitheater with the green dot. The proposed location 
is on Brookline Dr., so it provides easy access from the roads. 
In addition, it could be used often since it is in close proximity 
to the university. Also it is not being used currently, it is a 
perfect place to build the new structure at the park. Above all, 
its topography fits naturally with the seating since it is under 
the hill side.  
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Figure 13: Existing Bandstand 
Construction. Taken by Chris Mullins 

Building codes from the International Building Code (IBC) in conjunction with the Ohio 
Building Code will be followed to obtain specifications and standards to renovate and/or build a 
new amphitheater. 

The first design option to renovate the existing bandstand as similarly proposed by the Cincinnati 
Parks Board will include: 

- Engineering analysis of existing bandstand to check structural integrity to correct any 
foundation issues if they’re found 

- Complete exterior finishing to make aesthetically pleasing and to repair and damages 
on the outside of the structure from weathering and old age 

o Rebuild falling concrete 
o Install and update electrical and 

lighting 
o Reinforce roof and weak support 

points 
o Update existing railing 
o Re-stain entire structure 
o Reposition and add benches around 

structure 
o Update landscape around the 

bandstand 
 
 

In order to obtain an approximate value for the cost to renovate the bandstand we looked at a 
case study in Ware, Massachusetts. This case study looked at a bandstand in Grenville Park that, 
like the Burnet Woods bandstand, had concrete that was deteriorating. The renovations for the 
bandstand in the article also included reseeding the seating area and building an ADA compliant 
ramp. In total, the renovations cost $112,000.00. Given that this case study was similar to the 
renovations’ we would like to perform, we are estimating the cost for the first design option at 
$100,000.00. 

The second design option is to demo the existing bandstand and building the new amphitheater. 
This will include: 

- Cost estimate to demo the existing bandstand including costs to renovate and blend 
back into the park 

o Demo Structure 
o Backfill foundation 
o Fine grade surface 
o Remove existing sidewalks 

- Acquire soils report for chosen location of new bandstand 
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- Finalize design of the new amphitheater taking in to consideration: natural seating 
that blends in to the topography and stage dimensions based off of current CCM 
concert halls at the University of Cincinnati 

- Break ground and build new theater 
 

Table 5: Demolition Cost for Existing Bandstand 

 

 

Table 5 shows all of the line items for an approximate demolition cost of the Burnet Woods 
bandstand. The unit costs for each item are taken from RSMeans Site Work and Landscaping 
2012. Given the calculated cost, we are estimating the demolition to be approximately 
$35,000.00. Comparing this to the renovation cost in option 1, we can see that it would be 
significantly less expensive to demo the bandstand; however, there are other factors that come 
into play regarding its demolition. We must take into consideration that the structure is listed as 
historic by the city of Cincinnati, and the local community may object to tearing it down. 

Description Quantity QTY Unit Unit Cost* Unit Total Cost
Footing and Foundation Demo

Assume 1'6"thick, 2' wide 188.50 LF 19.05$          LF 3,590.84$               
Assume Average Reinforcement +10% to above cost 3949.924443

Building, Concrete Structure Demo 3000 CF 0.46$            CF 1,380.00$               
239.1371669 ton 90.00$          ton 21,522.35$            

Sidewalk/Pavement Demo 311.7010721 SY 8.85$            SY 2,758.55$               
TOTAL COST TO DEMO BANDSTAND 33,201.66$            

*Unit Cost Data from RSMeans Site Work and Landscaping 2012

Dump Fee, typical urban city, building 
construction materials

Existing Bandstand Demolition Cost, Diam. = 30ft
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Table 6: Amphitheater Estimated Cost

 

 

Table 6 shows the estimated cost to build a new amphitheater in the proposed location in Burnet 
Woods. Many areas of the estimate were left out, such as landscaping, backfill, and other various 
site work. Given the calculated cost from the table and the factoring in additional costs for items 
that were left out, we estimate the cost for the amphitheater to be approximately $150,000.00. 
Should we decide proceed with demolishing the bandstand and building the new amphitheater, 
the final approximate cost for design option 2 is $185,000.00.  

 

The third design option is to repair up to code the existing bandstand and build the new 
amphitheater. The deliverables on this design option include: 

- Restore concrete structure and foundation of the already existing bandstand 
- Build new amphitheater compete with stage and seating area 

By combining the renovation cost from design option 1 and the amphitheater cost from design 
option 2, we estimate the cost for design option 3 to be $250,000.00. 

 

 

Description Quantity Uni Unit Cost* Unit Total Cost
35' x 40' Stage Area

Reinforced Strip Footing, 24" W x 12" Deep 150 LF 38.55$        LF 5,782.50$         
Brick Wall, Single Wythe, 4" Thick 375 SF 17.78$        SF 6,667.50$         

Concrete Slab on grade 1400 SF 14.10$        SF 19,740.00$       
Roofing -$                   

Corrugated Metal Roofing, Aluminum 1680 SF 3.20$          SF 5,376.00$         
Wood Columns 6"x6" 40 LF 11.20$        LF 448.00$             

Roof Truss, 36' Span 3 ea. 217.00$     ea. 651.00$             
Wood Roof Decking, 3" Thick 1680 SF 11.05$        SF 18,564.00$       

Seating Area -$                   
Brick Wall 160 LF 75.00$        LF 12,000.00$       

Clear/Grub brush 0.0230 acre 3,600.00$  acre 82.64$               
Clear trees 20 ea. 151.00$     ea. 3,020.00$         
Finish Grading 1644.44 SY 1.61$          SY 2,647.56$         
Excavation, Cut and Waste 1333.33 CY 10.10$        CY 13,466.63$       
Hauling 1333.33 CY 11.40$        CY 15,199.96$       
TOTAL COST FOR CONSTRUCTION 103,645.80$    
*Unit Cost Data from RSMeans 2012

Amphitheater Estimated Cost
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Figure 14. Google sketch up drawing of the overhead view of the 
new proposed amphitheater including stage area by Chris 
Mullins 

Figure 15. Google sketch up drawing of the new proposed 
amphitheater natural seating by Chris Mullins 

Figures 14 and 15 show the conceptual model for the proposed amphitheater. The seating area 
seen in Figure 15 was designed to fit into the existing hillside along Brookline Drive. Using the 
recital halls in the university’s CCM building as a guideline, the capacity for the seating is 
approximately 200-250 people. By incorporating the stands into the natural topography, the 
natural feeling of the area is not lost.   
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Figure 17: View Behind Seating Area by Chris Mullins 

 

Figure 16: Front View of Stage Area by Chris Mullins 

 

Figure 16 and 17 show the conceptual model’s stage area. Based on the seating capacity of 200-
250 people we wanted to design a stage that was large enough to accommodate small 
performances, but small enough to not take up a lot of space in the relatively small location. The 
stage in the model is a 35 ft by 40 ft concrete stage with a wood framed roof.  
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